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L i - ruli,rutt:':T: 1':::.:' :Ti :TTr"r 1T I Y :': 1 1'1y1": : :1"r.:1 _ lt q I Circe a woi'd you don't know. Look up the word's defirriiion using a dictionary or www,dictionary.com. I

1 a t Write the definition or synonym of the word in the margin. I
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1 Circle an idea in the text that you find enlightening (an idea that you find very interesting or that taught you I

I t r something) Find a way to "thank" the author for that idea in the margin. I
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Draw a e next to something that made you laugh or smile, and explain why in the margin, I
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r e r Underline a sentence you found totally confusing. Draw a big ? (question mark) rrext to the senterrce and in ,

I t I the margin, write about r,vhy yo,.r found it confusing. I
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I E I the cau$e and the effect of this event. I
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r { Il , ls there a word in the text that is hard to pronounce? l{ so, ask hovr that word is pronounced and make 

I

r I u I note of the pronunciation next to the lvord using a phonetic (FO-NEH-TIC) spelling. I
-.?I { { I Draw a box around a sentence that ynu lhink is the main idea, thesis. or organizing concept of the text 
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1 on what it made you think about. r

I { r' t Remix/rewriteltranslatelparaphrase part of the text into your own words, Write your own version of the text I

t I O I in the margin. I
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, { E I Write down a comment that builds on what you just read. For example, you might make a connectiorr between I

I I t, I the reading and your life, imagine you're in a conversation with the author, or predict what might happen next. I
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i f n i Draw a J (hook) next to a part of the text that "hooked" your attention, In the margin write why the 

I

'-:Y Logslagejo-o[e{v9u, - - - - -r| { O I ln the margin, draw a simple picture or cartoon to help you understand something in the text. Draw an I

I r -, I arrow connecting your picture and the text. I
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1 11{ | Draw an \ (a*) next to a parl of the text that you think is unnecessary and should have been cut. Explain r

t 3l t why you felt that part of the text wasn't necessary for the reader. I
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Scarlet A Minus
DlSCovering Authors, 2003

In the following excerpt from his study of The Scarlet Letter, Carpenter analyzes three different critical
approaches to the novel-the traditional, the romantic, and the transcendental- and the concept of
sin inherent in each interpretation.l

/ u) t',i) aYo 4uz l,h-ztt z.h ibt ) '
From the fnsp+s/$rg1l Lelter has bee#considered a classic. lt has app6dieb not only to the critics
but to

l'n in tu /^bl;ct, . L' 'v'rurlr l' '' f '
IAI IV4{ But in modern times Ihe Scarlet Lbtterhas come to seem less thanvu': ^ /-
",, 

, r,V// Tolstoy'sl Anna Karenina, have treated the same problem with
fit,<u r::;= ;.,^^.^^,-I:" I rg@ tt tne uoot remains a classic, it is oI a minolorder. tndeedlli no[seEil not qite perfect
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. ,, 7-ever\of its own kind. lts togic is ambiguous, and it*s!g!!:'ollgr"lj:tb:lThe ambiguity is interesting,
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butthe imperfection persists. t 
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A- _ ln one sense the very imperlection of The Scarlet Leller makes it classic: its ambiguity illustrates a

+ (t'q lundamental confusion in modern thought. To the question "Was the action symbolized by the scarlet

and transcendental idealism has been typical of the gen_le6l tradition in America. ^"lb, 
d,,lfflon&nn h.ar, 1trp Pu,r,lars h, wot

* $. i- -Jetter wholly sinful?" it suggests a variety of answers: "Yes," reply the traditional moralists; "Hester
J .J- . ,1.

1 - + Prynne broke the Commanqments." But the romantic enthusiasts answer: "No; Hester merely acted a;_
i Sf ; according to the deepest of human instincts." And the transcendental idealists reply: "ln parl; Hesler qf
: < :- tru@bverffiutdid n€tsioagaitq-lXelqun morality, -p*s-( , truly sinned againsl-the morality wh

\ * hecarrse she helicved in a'hioher l;

''.''-'f-,"'"'--''"';:;.;;-""lffi1,--:,+t
! because she believed in a'higher lavrfTo her, own self, Hester Prynne remarned truu. ..., -?_,l'I(/2 'a 

=..?-\ _flk tt6t.,layArfl\l _ _ _. |u ,Sffu-' u,wt iar,,
ut the romantic and 1The traditional answer remains clear, but the romantic and the idealistic have usually been confused. 5

Perhaps the imperfection of the novei arises lrom Hawthorne's own confusion between his heroine's

transcendental morality and mere immorality. Explicitly, he Hester Prynne as immoral; but

implicitly, he glorif ied her as couraqeously idealistic. And between romantic immoralily
EJ

>e \j According to the traditional moralists, Hester Prynne was truly a sinful woman. Although she sinned Auk lly

=,: l\- Jess than her hypocritical lover and her vengeful husband, she nevertheless sinned; and, from ner sin, d tl l1,=- t lr. tfr", n", iypocriticat lover and her vengeful husband, she nevertheless sinned; 
"nO, 

tro, ner sin, al ttl'.
< $- -'" death and tragedy resulted. At the end oI the novel, Hawthorne himself positively affirmed this

:: L interpretation: - Wh,l' Na(l' l,-2,/r.tny" [-i(,.).'---i \- vvf t t4t'',t 
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:- ' 's \ Earlier in lije, Hester had vainly imagined that she herself might be the destined prophetess,
_- bul had long since recognized the impossibility that any mission of divine and mysterious truth
i. should be conjided to a woman stained with sin.

$\ And so the traditional critics have been well justified. The Scarlet Lefterexplicitly approves the tragic
punishment of Hester's sin and explicitly declares the impossibility of salvation for the sinner.

L1b.+ vtha,f a,ha*1 iltuhrtrnt; 9il71rd- vto'D1
But Ior the traditionalists there are many kinds and degrees of sin, and The Scarlet Letter, like Dante's

lnferno, describes more than one. According to the orthodox, Hester Prynne belongs with the romantic


